


1) all the odds , John took/won

2) to do so may result

3) more so than

4) are a rare occurrence.

5) It is not deemed bad

6) make allowances for

7) the extent of the

8) is a rare attribute

9) is difficult / hard to come by

10) took a toll on his

11) has been talk of taking

12) In a bid to boost/ increase

13) (that) I was out of my depth

14) is part and parcel of

15) the face of it, his suggestion for making

16) enough, Susan was not offended by / did no take any offence at /
took no offence at

17) is (a strong/a high/ every) likelihood that

18) that she had been in the process of

19) in for you, had I known/ if I had known

20) Obtaining/getting/taking/ stealing money from people by deception



21) to keep pace with

22) thought to have the edge over

23) had offered me the use

24) the lesser of two evils.

25) half as good a negotiator as

26) cannot be overstated

27) as is the case

28) In anticipation of her being

29) after a long discussion did they arrive

30) bound up in/with

31) is nothing if not

32) On no account should

33) came round to the

34) carry great/ a lot of weight with

35) armed with cameras were said

36) were out of line with

37) make a start on getting

38) asked me what I made

39) was in its

40) went out of his way

41) shouldn’t/ should not come as a surprise to anyone/anybody

42) only up to a (certain) point.

43) not under any illusion /under no illusion

44) In a way,

45) not by any means / by no means certain

46) bore a striking resemblance to



47) on the line, should

48) you not be in a position to

49) the bottom line.

50) the decision to hold off accepting
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